A PICTURE OF

THE SOUTH
DOWNS
Art in the National Park
Terry and Christine Timblick
This lavishly illustrated book treads a unique path.
In celebrating the creation, in 2011, of the South
Downs National Park, it vividly records an
historic legal landmark for one of England’s
best-loved landscapes. The distinctive beauty of
that landscape is fixed here in a bold publishing
format in which many of the finest Downland
artists of our day reveal how and where the
Downs inspire their pictures, and the techniques
entailed in realising observations, impressions and
emotions.
The first section, ‘The Forerunners’ describes
many leading artists working in the area in the
eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
and has examples of their work; this is mainly in
the keeping of local public art galleries.Then comes
the bulk of this book – about contemporary artists
and their paintings or other forms of manual
depiction of Downland scenery, motivated by this
lovely diverse area. The rich tapestry showcases
the work of nearly 40 selected artists (in
alphabetical order) who work within the National
Park, interpreting scenes from countryside, village
and town. Christine and Terry Timblick have talked
to them in their studios and heard about what
inspires their Downland visions and their methods
in transferring these ideas into pictures.
With over 200 illustrations, many making their
debut in book form, A Picture of the South Downs
presents fascinatingly varied facets of the incomparable scenery. Step this way into a magical
realm…

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Many friendships for Chichester-based
Terry and Christine Timblick have been
nurtured by the South Downs. Time has
been well spent exploring on foot the
mellow villages and finding glorious fresh
panoramas from Downland heights.
This book sprang from Terry’s lifelong
interest in the countryside (in the 1990s
he was a volunteer with the South
Downs Conservation Board and he
remains a Rambler and member of CPRE)
and in art locally and, through Pallant
House Gallery, internationally. After a long
career as a journalist, including 26 years in
Fleet Street, he is still looking for new
challenges, writing widely, Elgar to cricket,
for Sussex Life magazine.
Since retiring from adult education
work Christine has enjoyed editing
and writing for newsletters of several
local voluntary groups. This is her first
involvement in commercial publishing so
learning and developing new skills has
been part of the process. After a lifetime
of art appreciation the research and
writing of this book have widened her
knowledge of art as well as stretching her
well-honed organisational skills.
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Below: High Summer, Alfriston
(mixed media) Paul Evans
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Right: Adur River
(textile art) Sally Verrall

Above right:
Broken Sunshine on the Downs
(watercolour) Andrew Dandridge
Below right:
Blue Downs
(oil) Kate Penoyre

Example of a double-page spread.

